Off Grid Living from Tiny House to McMansion. Efficiency in the design of house envelope, heating systems, water, lighting and appliances determine the cost of an off grid power system. For more information contact John Blittersdorf by email: john.blittersdorf@gmail.com, or call or text 802-770-8625. Calling hours anytime, Office hours at our home office by appointment. 200 West Road, N Chittenden, VT 05763
Use of electric instead of gasoline powered machines and vehicles makes good use of excess solar power in the summer months. Lawn mowers, wood splitters, chainsaws, trimmers, hot water heaters and mini-splits.
New website under construction.  WWW.OFFGRIDVERMONT.COM  Comments and suggestions appreciated.  This site will replace CVSolar.COM

Also you can visit our CV Wind Service Facebook page.  If you like pictures, there are lots of them there.